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REGULAR MEETING 
 
CALL TO ORDER 

 
Chairperson Robbins called the meeting to order at 7:02 p.m. and presided over 

the Pledge of Allegiance.   
   
ROLL CALL       
 
 PRESENT  

Jim Smith; Aron Lorenz, Mayor; Ed Robbins, Chairperson; Pete Shelters 
 
EXCUSED     
William Brundage, Graham Cousens, David Frankel    
     
ALSO, PRESENT John Martin, City Manager; Dennise Dryden, Recording 

Secretary; Tom Schultz, City Attorney; and Eric Fazzini, Planner from Giffels-Webster 
 
 

APPROVAL OF AGENDA 
 
Chairman Robbins asked to changed the order of the agenda moving Master Plan 
Discussion to 10C. 
 

MOVED by Lorenz, seconded by Shelters, to approve the agenda as amended. 
 

YES: All          NO:  None      Motion Carried  
 

 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
   

MOVED by Lorenz, seconded by Shelters to approve the Regular and Public 
Hearing Meeting minutes of October 1, 2019, as submitted. 
 

  YES: All  NO: None   Motion Carried 
 
 
MEETING OPEN TO PUBLIC FOR BRIEF COMMENTS 
 
Chairperson Robbins opened the meeting for public comment.  
 
There were no comments.  
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PLANNER COMMENTS 
 
There were no comments. 
 
 
CITY MANAGER COMMENTS 
 
Martin thanked all the Planning Commission members for their hard work ove the past 
year.  He is looking forward to working on the Master Plan.  He wished everyone happy 
holidays. 
 
 
PLANNING COMMISSION COMMENTS 
 
There were no comments. 
 
 
 Introduction and Discussion of a Rezoning Request for the School Property 
 
Planner Fazzini explained the city received an application to rezone the school property 
from CS to C2.  A public hearing will need to be held. He explained the criteria and 
process for rezoning. 
 
Smith asked if they could request the same uses by going through the PUD process?   
Fazzini explained that the PUD is not a zoning classification.  It is an ordinance that 
could be used by a developer.  Attorney Schultz agreed that Smith is correct, many of 
the uses could be allowed under the PUD, but the C2 request expands the uses of right. 
 
Martin stated they will hold a public hearing and asked Planning Commission to think of 
their questions that they will want to ask them.   
 
Lorenz asked aren’t their requested commercial uses allowed in the updated CS 
district?  Fazzini agreed many are, but as a special land use.  Lorenz asked if it is 
typical to have so little information presented to them.  Fazzini stated it is because it is 
purely a map change. 
 
Smith asked how different the CS zoning is from C2 in regards to greater development?  
Fazzini stated through the permitted uses list, the C1 and C2 allows for more uses.  
Smith added, and in the CS they are special approval uses.   
 
Allen Green spoke on behalf of the applicant.  He explained the property has been 
vacant for 16 years now even during two good economies.  The zoning classification is 
a problem even with the changes the city made.  With the amendment, most of the uses 
are special land use.  Most developers don’t want to wait to go through the public 
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hearing and approval process required in a special land use request. It is zoned 
Industrial on one side of the school property, and an intense C1 zoning on the other 
side.  Their vision was always to figure out what zoning classification fit the property, 
and try to attract users and come in with plans.  They have tried to market the property, 
but have had no success.  They thought the community wanted some residential, but 
they really don’t.  He feels uses of right in the C2 district is appropriate for the property.   
 
He stated they could come in with a PUD, but with proper zoning they can market it and 
get users that would be appropriate.  They envision it to be a Gateway to Sylvan Lake 
on Orchard Lake Road.  They can’t do that under the CS zoning.  With the special land 
uses they can’t get the users.  There are high tension wires going across the rear of the 
property, which is an impediment for some uses but not businesses.  It is a perfect 
transistional zoning for this property.  Going from Industrial, then C2 to C1 with the 
restaurants, is consistent with surrounding land uses. It is not public property or school 
property anymore.  It needs to be rezoned. He will address all the items the planner 
mentioned at the public hearing.   
 
Lorenz asked them if they will rezone DTE also?  Allen stated they do not own that 
property.  He stated it would be nice if it was something other than Industrial.  Steve 
Friedman added, they have discussed acquiring the DTE property and have an interest, 
but nothing has happened.  DTE will not communicate until they get moving on their 
own relocation project.   
 
Martin asked what uses they may propose that would require going beyond C1 zoning.  
He cited business schools, warehouses, and car dealerships and doesn’t see any of 
those going in on that site.  Would C1 zoning be sufficient?  Green replied, the big 
reason is the height limitations.  There are uses and special land uses under C2 that 
they wouldn’t use on this property.  If they were to do a conditional rezoning, which is 
allowed under state statute, you might restrict some of those uses.  That’s not the 
reason they’re requesting C2.  There are a few additional uses, but the other reasons 
were dimensional.  Martin stated C1 allows 20 foot height, C2 allows 30’.  Green stated 
that makes a difference in a quality development. Not changing the number of floors, 
but maybe having a atrium, changing the ceiling height, there is more equipment in the 
ceiling now, those are some of the reasons.  They don’t want to have to request a 
variance each time they want to build something.   
 
  
Moved by Lorenz, seconded Shelters to set a public hearing on the rezoning application 
for the school property.  The date to be determined by the City Manager, either the 
January or February meeting. 
 
Yes:   All    No:  None  MOTION CARRIED 
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 FENCE ORDINANCE DISCUSSION 
 
 
Martin explained the current ordinance says a 6’ privacy fence is only allowed in the 
rear yard, once it goes to the side yard it must be open design type and 4’ in height.  He 
provided definitions of rear and side yards, which means a 6’ privacy fence can only 
extend from the rear property line to the point of the house closest to the rear property 
line.  Martin drew an example for Planning Commission on the screen.  We have always 
allowed a fence to be installed to rear of the house on each side, along the lot line.  
More in line with what we have written for a fence in the side yard. Martin doesn’t 
believe the intent was to make a rear yard stop short of the corner of the house along 
the side lot line.  If Planning Commission agrees they would need to amend the 
ordinance.    
 
Martin shared recently there was a incident where a fence was approved the way it was 
described.  The neighbor questioned the fence and the ordinance, stating it did not meet 
the ordinance.  Martin agreed that the neighbor was correct, it did not meet the letter of 
the ordinance.  Since before Martin was here, it has been allowed this way.   
 
He recommended holding a public hearing for this with the other public hearing. 
 
Smith stated where the 4’ open fence is required a property owner could plant tall 
privacy landscaping if they wanted.  Martin agreed they could.  It could be something 
less desirable.   
 
Nicole Menuck recalled the change in the fence ordinance and is in favor of privacy 
fence in the whole rear/side yard.  She couldn’t recall the reason why they wanted it 
open and only 4’ high in the side yard.  Martin stated with the proximity of homes to the 
property line.  We have several nonconforming homes, some being three feet or less 
from the property line.  A 6’ privacy fence on the side would make it look like an alley 
and could block windows or light.  Martin did not expound on the reasons for the 
neighbor’s issue with the fence.  He stated this is not a ZBA, this ordinance discussion 
will reflect on all of the properties in the City.  We should not be site specific. 
 
Planning Commission was in favor of hold a public hearing. 
 
 
 MASTER PLAN DISCUSSION 
 
 
Fazzini stated Bob Gibbs was going to be here to make a presentation, but he is having 
trouble finding the Community Center.  Planning Commission agreed to wait 5 mintues 
more.  
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Nicole Menuck asked if the zoning changes to C1 or C2, would the PUD go away.  
Fazzini stated any proprosal on this property can have the option to use the PUD.  A 
PUD is always an option is the property meets the criteria.   Martin clarified the PUD is a 
tool a developer can use. We can’t make them use the PUD.  It is the applicants option.  
Menuck asked when the rezoning application was received.  Martin replied, a couple 
weeks ago.   
 
Shelters brought up parking in the road right-of-way.  He asked if the public can park on 
a space that a property owner has made.  Martin stated they can because it is road 
right-of-way.   
 
Lorenz asked if there are brick pavers and city has to do work there, can the city tear it 
out and not have to repair it.  Martin agreed that is correct. In our Right of Way policy, it 
states the City is not responsible if an improvement has to be removed for a water main 
break for example.  They would leave the bricks for the owner to put back.   
 
Shelters has a problem allowing anyone to use a space in front of private property.  He 
would like to ask the attorney his opinion at least.  Martin stated he would talk to the 
attorney.  
 
 
ADJOURNMENT 
 
 MOVED by Smith, seconded Shelters, to adjourn the Planning Commission 
meeting. 
 
 YES: All  NO: None  Meeting adjourned at 10:03 p.m. 
 
 
      __________________________________ 
      Dennise Dryden, Recording Secretary 
 
      __________________________________ 
      Pete Shelters, Planning Commission Secretary  


